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Global Economic Activity 
Economic data are mixed: slightly better-than-expected GDP outturns for 2022Q3, 

but worsening of leading indicators
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2Source: World Bank staff estimates.



Global Trade and Inflation 
Broad-based slowdown in global trade growth; inflation remains high 
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Global Growth is Slowing Down

Global growth 
(Percent change, y/y)

Oil price forecasts 
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4Source: World Bank staff estimates. 



Broadly neutral trend in 
EMDEs’ terms of trade 
conceals large variations 
within the group

Net fuel and food exporters
are enjoying windfall 
revenues…but for how long?

Net fuel and food importers
are already hit badly
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A Closer Look at Developing Countries

Source: IMF: GFSR, Oct.2022
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A few emerging markets (e.g., 
Brazil, Mexico) have started 
tightening ahead of the US

For many others, strong 
dollar brings higher financing 
requirements and external 
debt burdens, and less policy 
space for combating inflation

Strong US Dollar Worsened the Outlook for Many EMDEs

Source: IMF: GFSR, Oct.2022.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More far-sighted developing countries have initiated tightening policies ahead of the USSituation differs greatly across EMDEsChart: https://www.imf.org/en/Blogs/Articles/2022/10/14/how-countries-should-respond-to-the-strong-dollar



EM Portfolio Flows: Very Fragile

Source: IMF: GFSR, Oct.2022.

CUMULATIVE MONTHLY FLOWS
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.imf.org/en/Blogs/Articles/2022/10/11/interest-rate-increases-volatile-markets-signal-rising-financial-stability-risks



Leading Vulnerability Indicators
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The ability of a country to face a sudden tightening of external 
conditions:
• Existing external financing requirements 
• External solvency position
• External liquidity position 

The ability of a Government to quickly and effectively implement 
appropriate fiscal and monetary policies in response to the shock:
• Fiscal policy constraints: consolidated fiscal deficit, government debt
• Monetary policy constraints: inflation trends (actual vs. target); financial 

sector vulnerabilities (portfolio quality)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Source : Liliana Rojas Suarez, 2015



EMDE’s External Financing Requirements are Large and Growing
Current Account, % of GDP

Source: IMF: WEO database, oct.2022, author’s calculations. 9

Presenter
Presentation Notes
РС с крупным дефицитом ПБ по текущим операциям и прогнозом на его дальнейшее ухудшение особенно уязвимыMost data for 2021 are preliminary



Note: data on external debt for most EMDEs are available with a two-year delay.
Source: World bank WDI database, Nov.2022, author’s calculations. 10

EMDE’s External Solvency Position has Weakened

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The gain from the debt reduction operations in 2000s is already lost. LICs and LMICs CANNOT bear the gross debt of over 60%
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In Some EMs, External Liquidity Position is Vulnerable
2021-2022 saw further deterioration

Note: data on external debt for most EMDEs are available with a two-year delay.
Source: World bank WDI database, Nov.2022, author’s calculations.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The gain from the debt reduction operations in 2000s is already lost. LICs and LMICs CANNOT bear the gross debt of over 60%



Source: IMF: WEO database, Oct.2022, author’s calculations.

In many EMDEs, fiscal 
deficits are already over 
5% of GDP, and are 
likely to widen in the 
absence of resolute 
fiscal tightening
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General government structural balance, % of potential GDP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Governments may not be able to respond to external shocks as their macro framework is already lax. Two variables to measure the ability of fiscal policy response:Overall government balance/GDP. Large deficit constrains a govt’s ability to adjust (more politically painful)Government debt/GDP. Many EMDEs do not have the ability to emit government debt in local currency due to weak domestic capital markets. 
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General Government Gross Debt, Percent of GDP

Source: IMF: WEO database, Oct.2022, author’s calculations.

Low-income 
countries’ debts are 
above the 60% of 
GDP, a threshold 
which is often 
considered as 
unsustainable

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LICs’ gain from the debt reduction operations conducted in 2000s is largely lost. LICs and LMICs often face debt servicing difficulties when the gross debt of over 60%



Source: IMF: WEO database, Oct.2022, author’s calculations.

EMDEs’ Net Debt: the Trends are Mixed 
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Emerging 
markets’ ability 
to implement 
adequate 
monetary policies 
is shrinking in the 
face of financial 
sector 
vulnerabilities

15
Source: IMF: GFSR, Oct.2022.



Conclusions
• A few emerging markets have taken early steps to tighten their monetary 

and fiscal policies – only these seem to be well placed to weather the 
coming storm

• Net exporters of mineral fuels and food are doing well so far; their longer-
term outlook depends on how deep and protracted the global recession will 
be 

• Dozens of low-income and lower middle-income countries have large 
financing requirements and are approaching unsustaibably high levels of 
external debt

• China is unlikely to play the role of the main driver of future recovery like it 
did after the Global Financial Crisis
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Abbreviations
Country codes used: ISO Standard three-letter country codes
Country income groups are based on the World Bank classification as of 
June 2022:

LICs – low-income countries
LMICs – lower middle-income countries
UMICs – upper middle-income countries

EMDEs: Emerging Markets and Developing Countries
GFSR: IMF’s Global Financial Stability Report
WEO: IMF’s World Economic Outlook
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https://www.iso.org/iso-3166-country-codes.html
https://blogs.worldbank.org/opendata/new-world-bank-country-classifications-income-level-2022-2023
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